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ABSTRACT
Sybil accounts are fake identities created to unfairly increase the
power or resources of a single user. Researchers have long known
about the existence of Sybil accounts in online communitiessuch as
file-sharing systems, but have not been able to perform largescale
measurements to detect them or measure their activities. Inthis
paper, we describe our efforts to detect, characterize and understand
Sybil account activity in the Renren online social network (OSN).
We use ground truth provided by Renren Inc. to build measurement
based Sybil account detectors, and deploy them on Renren to detect
over 100,000 Sybil accounts. We study these Sybil accounts,as
well as an additional 560,000 Sybil accounts caught by Renren, and
analyze their link creation behavior. Most interestingly,we find
that contrary to prior conjecture, Sybil accounts in OSNs donot
form tight-knit communities. Instead, they integrate intothe social
graph just like normal users. Using link creation timestamps, we
verify that the large majority of links between Sybil accounts are
created accidentally, unbeknownst to the attacker. Overall, only a
very small portion of Sybil accounts are connected to other Sybils
with social links. Our study shows that existing Sybil defenses
are unlikely to succeed in today’s OSNs, and we must design new
techniques to effectively detect and defend against Sybil attacks.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.2 [General]: Security and protection (e.g., firewalls); J.4 [Computer
Applications]: Social and behavioral sciences

General Terms
Measurement, Security
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Sybil Accounts, Online Social Networks
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1. INTRODUCTION
Sybil attacks [4] are one of the most prevalent and practicalat-

tacks against distributed systems. In this attack, a user creates
multiple fake identities, known as Sybils, to unfairly increase their
power and influence within a target community. Distributed sys-
tems are ill-equipped to defend against this attack, since determin-
ing a tight mapping between real users and online identitiesis an
open problem. To date, researchers have demonstrated the efficacy
of Sybil attacks against P2P systems [10], anonymous communica-
tion networks [1], and sensor networks [14].

Recently, online social networks (OSNs) have also come under
attack from Sybils. Researchers have observed Sybils forwarding
spam and malware on Facebook [5] and Twitter [6], as well as infil-
trating social games [13]. Looking forward, Sybil attacks on OSNs
are poised to become increasingly widespread and dangerousas
more people come to rely on OSNs for basic online communica-
tion [9,12] and as replacements for news outlets [8].

To address the problem of Sybils on OSNs, researchers have
developed algorithms such as SybilGuard [24], SybilLimit [23],
SybilInfer [3], and SumUp [17] to perform decentralized detection
of Sybils on social graphs. These systems detect Sybils by identi-
fying tightly connected communities of Sybil nodes [18].

Recent work showed that one of the key assumptions of community-
based Sybil detectors, fast mixing time, does not hold on social
graphs where edges correspond to strong real-world trust (e.g., DBLP,
Physics co-authorship, Epinions,etc.) [11]. Thus, community-based
Sybil detectors do not perform well on “trusted” social graphs. To
date, however, no large scale studies have been performed toval-
idate the assumptions of community-based Sybil detectors on un-
trusted social networks such as Facebook and Twitter.

In this paper, we describe our efforts to detect, characterize and
understand Sybil account activity in Renren, the largest OSN in
China. In Section 2, we use ground truth data on Sybils provided
by Renren Inc. to characterize Sybil behavior. We identify several
behavioral attributes that are unique to Sybils, and leverage them
to build a measurement based, real-time Sybil detector. Ourde-
tector is currently deployed on Renren’s production systems, and
between August 2010 and February 2011 it led to the identification
and banning of over 100,000 Sybil accounts.

In Section 3 we analyze the graph structural properties of Sybils
on Renren, based on the 100,000 Sybils identified by our detec-
tor, as well as 560,000 more identified by Renren using prior tech-
niques. Most interestingly, we find that contrary to prior conjec-
ture, Sybil accounts in Renren do not form tight-knit communities:
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Figure 1: Average friend invitation frequency for Sybil and nor-
mal users, over two time scales.
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Figure 2: Ratio of acceptedoutgoing friend requests.

>70% of Sybils do not haveany edges to other Sybils at all. In-
stead, attackers use snowball sampling to identify and sendfriend
requests to popular users, since these users are more likelyto ac-
cept requests from strangers. This strategy allows Sybil accounts
to integrate seamlessly into the social graph.

We analyze the remaining 30% of Sybils that are friends with
other Sybils, and discover that 69% (65,000 accounts) form asin-
gle connected component. By analyzing the creation timestamps of
these edges, we determine that this component formed accidentally,
and not due to coordinated efforts by attackers. We briefly survey
several popular Sybil management tools, and show that largeSybil
components can form naturally due to bias in the snowball sam-
pling techniques these tools use to locate targets for friending.

Our analysis of Sybil behavior and characteristics demonstrates
that existing Sybil defenses are unlikely to succeed on today’s un-
trusted OSNs. This opens the door for the development of new
techniques to effectively detect and defend against Sybil attacks.

2. DETECTING SYBILS
In this section, we set the backdrop for our data analysis. First,

we briefly introduce the Renren OSN and describe the role of Sybil
accounts in Renren. Second, we describe experiments characteriz-
ing Sybil accounts on a verified ground-truth dataset provided by
Renren. Finally, we describe and build a real-time Sybil account
detector deployed on Renren, and show how it led to the large Sybil
dataset we analyze in the remainder of the paper.

2.1 The Renren Network and Sybil Accounts
With 120 million users, Renren1 is the largest and oldest OSN

in China, and provides functionality and features similar to Face-
book. Like Facebook, Renren started in 2005 as a social network
for college students in China, then saw its user population grow
exponentially once it opened its doors to non-students. Renren
users maintain personal profiles, upload photos, write diary entries
(blogs), and establish bidirectional social links with friends. The
most popular type of user activity is sharing blog entries, which
can be forwarded across social hops like “retweets” on Twitter.

As its user population has grown, Renren has become an attrac-
tive venue for companies to disseminate information about their
products. This has created opportunities for Sybil accounts to spam
advertisements for companies, a growing trend observed by the an-
alytics team at Renren. The increased prevalence of spam on Ren-
ren mirrors similar findings from Facebook [5] and Twitter [6].

To effectively attract friends and disseminate advertisements, most
Sybil accounts on Renren blend in extremely well with normal

1http://www.renren.com

users. They tend to have completely filled user profiles with realis-
tic background information, coupled with attractive profile photos
of young women or men, making their detection quite challenging.

Prior to this project, Renren had already deployed a suite of
orthogonal techniques to detect Sybil accounts, including: using
thresholds to detect spamming, scanning content for suspect key-
words and blacklisted URLs, and providing Renren users withthe
ability to flag accounts and content as abusive. However, these
techniques are generally ad-hoc, require significant humaneffort,
and are effective only after spam content has been posted. Toim-
prove security for their users, Renren began a collaboration with
our research team in December 2010 to augment their detection
systems with a systematic, real-time solution. To support the project,
Renren provided full access to user data and operational logs on
their servers, as well as allowing us to test and deploy research pro-
totypes of Sybil detectors on their operational network.

Defining Sybils. In this study, as in prior work [3, 17, 23, 24],
we are interested in detecting and deterring the use of mass Sybil
identities by malicious users. We broadly define Sybils as fake ac-
counts created for the purpose of performing spam or privacyat-
tacks against normal users. We observe that the main goal of Sybils
is to increase the power of the attacker by amassing friend links to
normal users, thus integrating themselves into the social graph. At-
tackers create many Sybils to increase their coverage of thegraph,
as well as to combat attrition from Sybils getting banned. Although
penetrating the graph is simply a precursor for other malicious ac-
tivity, our work is agnostic to these secondary goals, as well as the
specific methods and tools used to create and manage the Sybils.

Our definition of Sybilsdoes not include fake accounts gener-
ated by users for benign purposes, such as preserving privacy and
anonymity, acting on behalf of young children, separating work and
personal identities,etc. These “benign Sybils” act just like normal
accounts, and therefor do not fall under our definition of malicious
Sybils. As discussed in Section 2.3, benign Sybils are unlikely to
be flagged by the techniques proposed in this work.

2.2 Characterizing Sybil Accounts
Our approach to building a real-time Sybil detector begins by

first identifying features that distinguish Sybil accountsfrom nor-
mal users. To help, Renren provided us with two sets of user
accounts, containing 1000 Sybil accounts and 1000 non-Sybil ac-
counts, respectively. The Sybil accounts were previously identified
using existing mechanisms. A volunteer team carefully scrutinized
all accounts in both sets to confirm they were correctly classified
by looking over detailed profile data, including uploaded photos,
messages sent and received, email addresses, and shared content
(blogs and web links).
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Figure 3: Ratio of acceptedincoming friend requests.
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Figure 4: Clustering coefficient for users’ 50 first friends.

Using this dataset as our ground truth, we searched for behav-
ioral attributes that may serve to identify Sybil accounts.After
examining a wide range of attributes, we found four potential iden-
tifiers. We describe them each in turn, and illustrate how they char-
acterize accounts in our ground truth dataset.

Invitation Frequency. Invitation frequency is the number of
friend requests a user has sent within a fixed time period (e.g., an
hour). Figure 1 shows the friend invitation frequency of ourdataset,
averaged over long term (400 hour) and short term (1 hour) time
scales. Since adding friends is a goal for all Sybil accounts, they are
much more aggressive in sending requests than normal users.There
is a clear separation: accounts sending more than 20 invitesper
time interval are Sybils. This result holds true at both longand short
time scales, meaning that invitation frequency can be used to detect
Sybils without significant delays. For example, a thresholdof 40
requests/hour can identify≈70% of Sybils with no false positives.
Prior to our work, Renren deployed a threshold based detector that
forces users to solve a captcha if they send≥50 requests in a day,
which explains the apparent upper limit on friend requests.

Outgoing Requests Accepted. A second distinguishing feature
is the fraction of outgoing friend requests confirmed by the recip-
ient. The CDF shown in Figure 2 shows a distinct difference be-
tween Sybils and normal users. In general, non-Sybil users gener-
ally have high accepted ratios with an average of 79%. On average,
however, only 26% of all friend requests sent by Sybil accounts are
accepted. This is unsurprising, since normal users typically send
invites to people with whom they have prior relationships, whereas
Sybils target strangers.

Despite prior studies that show users accept requests indiscrimi-
nately [15,16], our results show that most users can still effectively
identify and decline invitations from Sybils. The fact thatsome
users still accept requests from Sybils is explained by two factors.
First, most Sybils target members of the opposite sex by using pho-
tos of attractive young men and women in their profiles. While
women make up 46.5% of the overall Renren user population, they
make up 77.3% of the Sybils in our dataset. Second, Sybils typ-
ically target popular, high degree users who are more likelyto be
careless about accepting friend requests from strangers. We further
explore this point in Section 3.4.

Incoming Requests Accepted. Figure 3 plots a CDF of users
by the fraction of incoming friend requests they accept. Thein-
coming requests accepted by non-Sybil users are spread across the
board. In contrast, Sybil accounts are nearly uniform in that they
accept all incoming friend requests,e.g., 80% of Sybils accepted
all friend requests. In fact, many of the Sybils with<100% accept
rate fall into this category because Renren banned them before they
could respond to all outstanding requests. However, since Sybil

SVM Predicted Threshold Predicted
Sybil Non-Sybil Sybil Non-Sybil

True Sybil 98.99% 1.01% 98.68% 1.32%
Non-Sybil 0.66% 99.34% 0.5% 99.5%

Table 1: Performance of SVM and threshold classifiers.

accounts receive few friend requests, this mechanism can incur a
significant delay before detecting Sybils.

Clustering Coefficient. Clustering coefficient (cc) is a graph
metric that measures the mutual connectivity of a user’s friends.
Since normal users tend to have a small number of well-connected
social cliques, we expect them to have much higher cc values than
Sybil accounts, which are likely to befriend users with no mutual
friendships. Figure 4 plots the CDF of cc values for each user’s first
50 friends (sorted by time). As expected, non-Sybil users have cc
values orders of magnitude larger than Sybil users (averagecc val-
ues of 0.0386 and 0.0006 respectively). Since cc can be computed
based on invitations only (i.e., user responses are not required) it
can potentially perform well as a real-time Sybil detectionmetric.

2.3 Building and Running a Sybil Detector
Our analysis results seem to indicate that a threshold basedscheme

can effectively detect most Sybil accounts. Our next step isto ver-
ify this assertion by comparing the efficacy of a simple threshold
detection approach against a more complex learning algorithm.

We apply a support vector machine (SVM) classifier to our ground
truth dataset of 1000 normal users and 1000 Sybils. We randomly
partition the original sample into 5 sub-samples, 4 of whichare
used for training the classifier, and the last used to test theclassi-
fier. The results in Table 1 show that the classifier is very accurate,
correctly identifying 99% of both Sybil and non-Sybil accounts.
We compare these results to those of a threshold-based detector:
outgoing requests accepted ratio < 0.5 ∧ frequency > 20 ∧ cc
< 0.01. Our results show that a properly tuned threshold-based
detector can achieve performance similar to the computationally
expensive SVM.

Real-time Sybil Detection. Our analytical results using the
ground-truth dataset led to the design of an adaptive, threshold-
based Sybil detector that identifies Sybil accounts in near real-time.
The detector monitors all accounts using a combination of friend-
request frequency, outgoing request acceptance rates, andcluster-
ing coefficient. It uses an adaptive feedback scheme to dynami-
cally tune threshold parameters on the fly2. Tuning the thresholds
minimizes the likelihood of false positive classificationsof normal
accounts as Sybils. Because our system works by detecting abnor-

2We omit details of the adaptive scheme for Renren’s securityand
confidentiality.
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mal behavior in friending or content dissemination, it is unlikely to
detect benign Sybils that behave like normal users.

After offline testing, Renren deployed our Sybil detection mech-
anism in late August 2010, and it has been in continuous opera-
tion ever since. From August 2010 to February 2011, Renren ad-
ministrators used our mechanism to detect and subsequentlyban
∼100,000 Sybil accounts in Renren. In addition to these accounts,
Renren provided us with data on∼560,000 accounts that were de-
tected and banned using prior techniques from 2008 to February
2011. For the remainder of this paper, we will use all of theseSybil
accounts (660,000 in all) to study the behavior of Sybil accounts.

Sybil Account Behavior. We confirmed that the Sybil accounts
identified by our detector are actually malicious by analyzing the
content generated by these accounts. Offline analysis confirmed
that 67% of content generated by Sybils trips Renren’s spam detec-
tors (e.g., suspicious keyword filter, blacklisted URLs,etc.). Of the
remaining accounts, the vast majority were banned before they had
a chance to generate any content. Analysis of spam keywords and
campaign clusters produces results that are consistent with prior
work on OSN spam [5,6], and we omit the results for brevity.

False Positives. To assess false positives, we examine feed-
back to Renren’s customer support department. Renren operates a
telephone number and e-mail address where customers whose ac-
counts have been banned for abuse can attempt to get the account
reinstated. Complaints are evaluated by a human operator, who de-
termines if the account was banned erroneously.

We use the complaint rate, measured as the number of com-
plaints per-day divided by the number of accounts banned per-day,
as an upper-bound on false positives. During the two week pe-
riod between Dec. 13-26, 2010, Renren received∼50 complaints
per-day, with the complaint rate being∼0.015, which is extremely
low. Of these complaints, manual inspection confirms that 48%
of the accounts are Sybils, meaning that attackers attempted to re-
cover Sybils by abusing the account recovery process. The majority
of the remaining complaints can be attributed to compromised ac-
counts. Thus, the true false positive rate is even less than the daily
complaint rate.

3. SYBIL TOPOLOGY
In this section we analyze the graph topological characteristics

of Sybils on Renren. In particular, we are interested in analyzing
whether Sybils in the wild are vulnerable to identification using
the community-based Sybil detectors that have been proposed by
researchers. Our results show that Sybils on Renren do not con-
form to the assumptions of existing work. Analysis of the degree
distribution of Sybil accounts demonstrates that, contrary to expec-
tations, the vast majority of Sybils do not form social linkswith

other Sybils. Furthermore, temporal analysis of social links be-
tween Sybils indicates that these connections are often formed ran-
domly by accident, rather than intentionally by attacker.

3.1 Sybil Community Detectors
SybilGuard [24], SybilLimit [23], SybilInfer [3], and SumUp [17]

are all algorithms for performing decentralized detectionof Sybil
nodes on social graphs. At their core, all of these algorithms are
based on two assumptions of Sybil and normal user behavior:

1. Attackers can create unlimited Sybils and form edges be-
tween them. Edges between Sybils are beneficial since they
make Sybils appear more legitimate to normal users.

2. The number of edges between Sybils and normal users will
be limited, since normal users are unlikely to accept friend
requests from unknown strangers.

Under these assumptions, Sybils tend to form tight knit clusters,
since the number of edges between Sybils is greater than the num-
ber of edges connecting to normal users. We refer to edges between
Sybils asSybil edges, while edges connecting Sybils and normal
users are calledattack edges.

Sybil detection algorithms identify Sybil clusters by locating the
small number of edge cuts that separate the Sybil region fromthe
social graph. SybilGuard, SybilLimit, and SybilInfer all leverage
specially engineered random walks for this purpose, while SumUp
uses a max-flow approach. Although all of these algorithms are
implemented differently, it has been shown that they all generalize
to the problem of detecting communities of Sybil nodes [18].

Although these four algorithms have been shown to work on syn-
thetic graphs (i.e., real social graphs with Sybil communities artifi-
cially injected), to date no studies have demonstrated their efficacy
at detecting Sybils in the wild. In the following sections, we ex-
amine the characteristics of Sybils on Renren in order to ascertain
whether they are amenable to identification by community-based
Sybil detectors.

3.2 Sybil Edges
We begin our analysis of Sybil topology by examining the de-

gree distribution of Sybil accounts on Renren. Our goal is totest
the most basic assumption of community-based Sybil detectors: do
Sybils in the wild form tight-knit communities? In order forSybils
to cluster, they must have at least one edge connecting to another
Sybil, otherwise they will be disconnected.

Figure 5 shows the degree distribution of all 667,723 Sybil ac-
counts. When all edges are considered, the degree distribution is
unremarkable: it follows the same general trend that has been ob-
served on numerous other OSNs [21].
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Sybils Sybil Edges Attack Edges Audience
63,541 134,941 9,848,881 6,497,179

631 1153 104,074 21,014
68 67 7,761 7,702
51 50 15,349 15,179
37 40 14,431 13,886

Table 2: Statistics for the five largest Sybil components.

However, when we restrict the distribution to only edges between
Sybils, we discover an unexpected result: only 20% of Sybilsare
friends with one or more other Sybils. This indicates that the vast
majority of Sybils do not demonstrate any sort of clusteringbehav-
ior with other Sybils. Rather, most Sybils only form attack edges,
and thus totally integrate into the normal social graph.

3.3 Sybil Communities
We now shift our focus to the minority of Sybils that do connect

to other Sybils. Although we can conclude from Figure 5 that most
Sybils in the wild do not obey the key assumption of community-
based Sybil detectors, it is still possible that the connected minority
are vulnerable to community detection. Thus, we now seek to an-
swer the following questions: what are the characteristicsof Sybil
communities on Renren, and would community-based Sybil detec-
tors be able to identify them?

To bootstrap our analysis, we construct a graph consisting solely
of Sybils with at least one edge to another Sybil. The resulting
graph is highly fragmented: it consists of 7,094 separate connected
components. Figure 6 shows the size distribution of these Sybil
components. The distribution is heavy tailed: although 98%of
Sybil components have less than 10 members, the vast majority
of Sybil accounts belong to a single, large connected component.
Table 2 lists the details for the five largest Sybil components.

In order for Sybil communities to be identifiable by existingal-
gorithms, they must form tight knit communities. Put another way,
the number of Sybil edges inside the community must be greater
than the number of attack edges that connect to the normal popula-
tion. However, as shown in Table 2, this assumption does not hold
for the largest Sybil components on Renren.

Figure 7 shows a scatter plot comparing the number of Sybil
edges and attack edges in each Sybil component on Renren. All
components are above the45◦ line, meaning that they have more
attack edges than Sybil edges. Thus, no components meet the
requirements for detection using existing community-based Sybil
identification algorithms.

3.4 Sybil Edge Formation
We now examine the processes driving the formation of Sybil

edges on Renren. In particular, we seek to determine if edgesbe-
tween Sybil nodes are intentionally created by attackers. If they
are, then this means that community detection may still be a viable
approach to detecting Sybils on OSNs. However, if Sybil edges
are not created intentionally, then this raises a new question: what
process drives the accidental creation of Sybil edges?

Temporal Characteristics. One simple litmus test for identify-
ing intentional Sybil edge creation is examining the order in which
edges were established. If Sybil edges are formed intentionally by
attackers, then we would expect to see them created sequentially,
before friend requests are sent out to normal users. This behav-
ior maximizes the utility of Sybil edges by giving Sybils theap-
pearance of “normal” friend relations, thus (potentially)deceiving
normal users into accepting friend requests from Sybils.

Figure 8 shows the order in which edges were created for 1,000
random Sybils drawn from the largest Sybil component on Renren
(containing 63,541 Sybils). For each Sybili with n edges, we con-
struct the sequence〈f1, f2, . . . , fn〉, wherefi is an edge, and the
sequence is sorted chronologically by creation time. Each column
of the figure shows the sequence of edge creations for a particular
Sybil, with black dots representing Sybil edges.

As shown in Figure 8, the order of Sybil edge creation is almost
uniformly random. This indicates that the vast majority of Sybil
edges in the large component were formed accidentally: attackers
had no intention to link Sybils together and form a connectedcom-
ponent. Intentionally created connections between Sybilsappear as
solid vertical lines in the figure. We highlight two examplesin Fig-
ure 8 by circling them. It is unclear why a tiny minority of Sybils
exhibit correlated behavior; we are currently studying this behavior
as part of our ongoing work.

Sybil Degree. In order to reinforce the idea that the vast ma-
jority of Sybil edges in the large component are not intentionally
created, we plot the degree distribution of the large component in
Figure 9. 34.5% of Sybils only connect to 1 other Sybil, and 93.7%
connect to≤10. It is unlikely that an attacker would expend the ef-
fort to link Sybils in such a loose way, since these edge counts are
not high enough to make Sybils appear legitimate to normal users.

Snowball Sampling. At this point we have established that at-
tackers do not create the vast majority of Sybil edges intentionally;
instead, they appear to occur randomly by accident. To understand
how this happens, we conducted a brief survey of three software
tools used to manage Sybil accounts on Renren. The details for
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Figure 9: Degree distribution of the largest Sybil component.
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Tool Name & URL Platform Cost
Renren Marketing Assistant V1.0 Windows $37http://www.duote.com/soft/30348.html
Renren Super Node Collector V1.0

Windows
Contact

http://www.snstools.com/snstool/86.html Author
Renren Almighty Assistant V5.8 Windows Contact
http://www.sns78.com/ Author

Table 3: Popular Sybil creation and management tools.

each tool are given in Table 3. The purpose of these tools is to
automate the process of creating Renren accounts, forming edges
between the Sybils and other users, and posting content en-mass.

The documentation for the tools in Table 3 state that they select
targets for friending by performing snowball sampling on the so-
cial graph to locate popular users. Although we cannot be certain
whether the Sybils in our dataset were created using the tools in
Table 3, we can show that Sybils on Renren do bias friend requests
towards high degree nodes. Figure 10 shows the degree distribu-
tion for all users that received friend requests from Sybils, and il-
lustrates that it is skewed towards high degrees when compared to
the actual degree distribution of the Renren population [7].

Based on the advertised functionality of these tools, and the re-
sults in Figure 10, we can surmise that Sybil edges are created ac-
cidentally due to two factors. First, the goal of Sybils is toaccrue
many friends by sending out numerous friend requests. If a Sybil is
successful, it becomes popular by virtue of its large socialdegree.
Second, the snowball sampling performed by Sybil management
tools is intentionally biased towards locating popular users. Thus,
it is likely that these tools will, unbeknownst to the attacker, occa-
sionally select Sybil nodes to send friend requests to. As shown
in Figure 3, Sybils almost always accept incoming friend requests,
hence when this situation arises a Sybil edge is likely to be created.

4. RELATED WORK

OSN Spam. Recent studies have characterized the growing
OSN spam problem on Facebook [5] and Twitter [6]. These stud-
ies rely on offline heuristics to identify spam content in status up-
dates/tweets, as well as aberrant behavior that is indicative of spam-
ming. The authors locate millions of spam messages on each OSN,
and use them to analyze the large scale, coordinated spam cam-
paigns. In contrast, our study is focused on the graph topological
characteristics of malicious accounts, rather than spam content.

OSN Spam Detection. Various techniques borrowed from e-
mail spam detection have been applied to OSN spam. Webb et
al. use honeypot accounts on MySpace to trap spammers who at-
tempt to friend them [20]. Our results indicate that unless social

honeypots are engineered to appear popular, they are unlikely to be
targeted by spammers.

Other studies have leveraged Bayesian filters and SVMs to iden-
tify spammers on Twitter [2,19,22] and Facebook [16]. Thesetech-
niques work well on Twitter, since Sybil friending behaviorcan be
identified using publicly available following and followedinforma-
tion. However, detection on OSNs like Facebook and Renren is
less successful, since only existing friendships are publicly view-
able, while invitation frequency is hidden. Our Sybil detector over-
comes this issue by leveraging friend invitation information that is
only accessible from within Renren.

5. CONCLUSION
In this paper we make two contributions to the area of Sybil de-

tection on OSNs. First, we use ground-truth data about the behavior
of Sybils in the wild to create a measurement-based, real-time Sybil
detector. We show that a computationally efficient, threshold-based
classifier is sufficient to catch 99% of Sybils, with low falseposi-
tive and negative rates. We have deployed our detector on Renren’s
production systems, and to date it has led to the identification and
banning of over 100,000 Sybil accounts.

Our second contribution is a first-of-its-kind characterization of
Sybil graph topology on a major online social network. Usingedge
creation information for over 660,000 Sybil accounts on Renren,
we show that Sybils on Renren do not obey behavioral assump-
tions that underlie previous work on decentralized Sybil detectors.
80% of Sybils do not connect socially to other Sybils, but instead
focus on building friendships with normal users. Even in rare cases
where Sybils do form connected components, these clusters are
loose, rather than tightly knit. Temporal analysis indicates that
these Sybil edges are formed accidentally by attackers, rather than
intentionally.

Although we cannot be sure that our results generalize to all
OSNs, our findings for a traditional,i.e., untrusted, OSN, coupled
with results from prior work on trusted OSNs [11], suggest that we
should explore new approaches to perform decentralized detection
of Sybil accounts on OSNs.
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